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When your body is not keeping up with your passion for running "Performance Running" helps push you to the next level.
Need a workout designed around your need to run? Performance Running trains runners.
Period. Mark Johnson, a stay at home dad for ten years, decided to combine his excitement
for running and training and open a facility to help fellow runners take their passion to a
whole new level of personal success. This is a gym for runners by runners and nothing
else. No fancy cafe, no pool, just equipment and training that helps runners cross the finish
line strong.
An Accidental Passion – Literally
Mark’s passion for running was born 20 years ago when he hurt his knee. He tore a
meniscus, and after surgery, his surgeon advised him to keep his knee muscles strong to
avoid arthritis. So when he came home from the hospital, he started running, and within his
first year, ran a marathon. From then on he was hooked. Aside from strengthening his
knee muscles, he found an intense passion for running. Following that, he would run two
marathons a year, which eventually led to even more intense challenges, trail running and
ultra marathons.
Confessions of a Running Addict
Not a lot of people find joy in running, and Mark puts it this way – when a person starts
running, it is hard! But once you get into shape, you can run for miles and miles. Mark
says that you will love that feeling of being able to go crank out a 10-mile run and not feel
like you put much effort into it. That’s the thing that keeps him coming back; it’s
addicting.
From Operations to Full-Time Dad to Business Owner
Before Performance Running happened, Mark was an operations guy for a company that
took over contracts for facilities. That part of his life planted the seed that one day he will
want to build his own business.
He left operations and became a stay-at-home dad for ten years. He said to himself that
when he goes back to work, it will be a business that has something to do with running. An
idea from a text from his wife sparked an idea. She brought up that her work partner was
randomly commenting on how there are a lot of fitness businesses but there’s none that
focused on nutrition. Although his business idea, somewhat, had nothing to do with that, it
triggered something in his head, and that’s when he thought to himself, “I need to open a
gym for runners.” The idea was to build a gym very specific to running, and it just grew
from there. The idea evolved into a space where he could teach runners how to make their
bodies stronger while comfortable and confident.

Mark Johnson
Performance Running Gym

Bodybuilding While Community Building
His dream is to give runners a place they can call home. Performance Running has a
pleasant lounge area for people to relax and chat about past or upcoming races. They also
have group runs so people can share the experience, push each other, and form friendships.
Since opening last December 2017, the Performance community has grown to over 100
members. It’s a warm community of people sharing their running goals and cheering each
other on their events. To Mark Johnson, it’s all about community.
His dream is to give runners a place they can call home. Performance Running has a
pleasant lounge area for people to relax and chat about past or upcoming races. They also
have group runs so people can share the experience, push each other, and form friendships.
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Since opening last December 2017, the Performance community has grown to over 100
members. It’s a warm community of people sharing their running goals and cheering each
other on their events. To Mark Johnson, it’s all about community.
Finish the story here: https://bit.ly/2DwNPqI

Word of the Month…
Studies have shown your income
and wealth are directly related to
the size and depth of your
vocabulary. Here is this month’s
word, so you can impress your
friends (and maybe even fatten
your wallet!)…
Hedge: Noun
Meaning: An act or means of
preventing complete loss of a bet,
an argument, an investment, or the
like, with a partially
counterbalancing or qualifying
one.
Sample Sentence: I hedged my
bet when I brought in 3 other
investors to absorb any potential
losses.

Quotes To Live By…

"The right people.
United together for the
same purpose. Make
dreams come true. "
- Tim Murphy
"The ability to recognize when
outcomes are inconsistent with
goals... Then modify designs
and assemble people to rectify
them makes all the difference
in the world."

The Value-Driven Approach To Sell Real Estate In Action
Our Documented Approach
We have the process and the people to extract value and deliver a superior product through
our knowledge gained in rehabbing and building new homes. All we needed to do was
document our approach so friends, family and client's can benefit from it.
The next logical question, "Based on Buffett's investment philosophy, could we devise an
approach for the sale of real estate that will consistently beat the market?" That is to
say, "Consistently sell homes at a higher price point, to maximize profit." If this were
possible, then homeowners, no different than ourselves when building or remodeling
homes with hundreds of thousands of our own money at stake, could have total and
complete confidence their home's sale would perform to standard.
The end result of our research, is our documented approach inspired by the ISO-9000
globally adopted, business management standards for quality.
"THE VALUE-DRIVEN APPROACH TO SELL REAL ESTATE" WAS BORN.
Just think about how much money and potential profits homeowners leave on the table
when they assume all agents are created equal. The thought of a "Typical" agent walking
into your home, sitting at your kitchen table and SELLING you on a price–driven approach
makes me sick. I refuse to be lumped into this group of incompetent real estate agents
following the herd like zombies with their arms out and a blank stare on their face. Driven
by a salesman's mentality instead of being a protector.
Having worked extremely hard, acquiring knowledge through research and my own
personal real estate investing experiences. We are now able to offer homeowner's a valuedriven approach when selling their home or investment property.
Now, I needed to document this approach so I can reach homeowner's before it is too late.
I feel compelled to protect them from Real Estate Greed as it is the biggest threat to
Warren Buffett's rule #1 "Never Lose Money."
This Real Estate Greed comes from a lack of motivation and an un-proven process by the
"traditional price – driven agent" who is motivated by commission. Just think about it for a
moment.... Hypothetically speaking, an average single-side commission on a home sale is
3%. Three percent of $10,000 comes out to a clean $300. Further, factor in the percentage
of that $300 the "traditional price – driven agent" shares with his or her broker/team (3050%) and you are left with $150-$200. Said differently, the "traditional price-driven agent"
in this example stands to gain just $150-$200 in income or lose their commission all
together by standing up with you to fight for an extra $10,000 price increase on the sale of
your home.

Thank You! Thank You! Thank You!

- Ray Dalio - Principles

Jack & Jeri Colvin
Thanks to everyone who supports us: We did it again helping Jack & Jeri Colvin
purchase their new home. Thanks for graciously trusting your family will be in good hands
with us. Rather than pester people with unwanted calls and visits, we grow based on
positive comments and support from family and friends just like you.

We couldn't do it without you! :-)

Taking a different approach
WhyTheBook.com

THAT'S $150 VS $10,000
What motivation does this "traditional price-driven agent" have to invest his or her own
money into strategically increasing your properties perceived value? Especially, when
they don't know how...
After all, at best, it's a break-even proposition for them. Why bother, right?

WRONG!
Unfortunately, this is an all too common truth for most real estate agents. Not having a
proven process to find perceived value in a home leaves "price-driven" agents
unmotivated and unwilling to stand up and fight. To be honest, only one person really
stands to lose – YOU, The Homeowner.

Real Estate Question?
Maybe you want to know how
much your home is worth. Or
maybe you just need a
recommendation for a handyman,
carpet cleaner or plumber…

We aren't talking chump-change either! We are talking about losing thousands, tens of
thousands and on rare occasions a hundred-thousand or more. These are high stakes, don't
get lazy and hire just any real estate agent. Like Warren Buffett, do your research and
find the agent with a Value–Driven Approach To Sell Real Estate. One who treats
your home as an investment—like a business with a stock price—finding a unique way to
extract profit from any home on the market.
You cannot control a lot of things—real estate market trends, mortgage interest rates,
lending requirements, what your neighbors home sold for—but what you can control
makes all the difference in how much extra profit you will collect from the sale of
your home.
For the "price-driven agent" a reduction of $10,000 equates to dinner at a fancy five star
restaurant for two ($150). For YOU, it equates to retirement savings, your child's college
tuition or the ability to take a much needed family vacation. I don't have to tell you these
numbers are even more skewed as the stakes get higher...$20,000, $40,000, $60,000,
$80,000 or even $100,000+.

www.EHRConstruction.com

REAL ESTATE GREED IS REAL
Who can afford to take these chances?
Who is willing to break Warren Buffett's #1 rule.... Never lose money?

Happy Birthday!!
November:
Annette Hulbert
Irene Congdon
Nikki Dwyer
Andrew Ganfield
Lori Weinke
Mary Jo Colvin
Abby Snyder

Thanks For Thinking of Me!
Did you know I can help you or any
of your friends or family save time
and money when buying or selling a
home?
Thanks for keeping me in
mind…and spreading the word about
our services.

Clearly the approach of most real estate agents sucks for you! Even the National
Association of Realtors (NAR), the "governing body" for real estate agents,
commissioned a report pointing out the fact this industry is broken. Now you know why it
is my life's work, “To help Minneapolis homeowners avoid working with desperate,
unethical and greedy real estate agents” and why I have worked tirelessly to help
develop a different approach: A Value-Driven Approach to help you.
“I WISH SOMEONE WOULD HAVE TOLD ME THAT.”
These are words I pray family, friends and good people like you never utter. They make
me cringe just knowing what comes next. The stories of pain, suffering and loss of money.
Victims of these words. Do your research, dig deep for the best choice, be the one to
determine your fate not some greed driven real estate agent who thinks $10,000 equates to
$150 bucks. For if Integrity and ethics were profitable, everyone would have them.
Truth be told, there are many top notch Realtors and Brokers whom I call friend. These
are the folks I surround myself with. The people I strive to have join me in this purpose
driven fight. These are the true Top 1% who define their value not just on dollars and
cents but on giving before receiving. This is not an easy fight, like the war in Iraq &
Afghanistan which we know all too well, but it is a fight we cannot lose. It is a fight to
impact lives in an industry with "masses of marginal agents" as defined by The National
Association of Realtors (NAR) in their infamous D.A.N.G.E.R Report depicting "parttime", untrained, unethical and/or incompetent agents as the super villains we must look
out for.

The #AskMurph Show...
I would appreciate your support by
sending me your questions. The
show is all about Me helping You.

What's On Your Mind...
Thinking, Reading, Watching and Focusing on...
"You Can't Do That…"

Nothing is off limits. I am an open
book...

I dare you to say that again!

Shoot me your questions and I'll
post my Advice on:

I told my wife when she confronted me about flipping homes from 2009–2013 while
the value of homes were crashing and nobody wanted anything to do with real
estate.

AskMurphShow.com

This was the same time I bought our first bank owned rental property in Lakeville,
MN for $125,000.

P.S. There is no such thing as a stupid question

Sure, we needed to invest $30,000 into this rental property so a renter could
actually enjoy it. Who cares!!! The cash flow at that time was going to be
$600/month. Plus, as a real estate expert aspiring to be a real estate investing
expert… I knew there was no better time to buy. Time would tell if I was right or not.
My wife, she thought I was crazy. Trust me… It wasn't the first time and it has
happened many times since.
My Flipping Life began in 2009 with a little home in Brooklyn Park, MN.
This little $65,000 home we hoped to put $50,000 into and sell for just under
$200,000.
I knew the market. I knew what homes were selling for and I was confident I knew
what we could get for the home 3–4 months after we purchased and remodeled it.
What I didn't know was the construction process. Remodeling costs. And most
importantly, I didn't know a general contractor I could trust.
If there was anything that made me nervous… It was what I couldn't control.
Several nights before buying the Brooklyn Park property I thought to myself,
"Murph, are you crazy… Is this stupid… Are you taking too big of a risk?"
I could have backed out… But, I didn't.
I had another idea.
I decided to hedge my bet.
How, you ask…

Tim Murphy
Re/Max Results
952.223.0999
TimMurphy@MetropolitanHomeTeam.com
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estate properties currently for sale
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I partnered with a general contractor. Who I was recommended to by another one of
my partners in this deal. Then I found a buddy who had been asking me to invest in
real estate. 1,2,3,4 you counted right… There were 4 partners in on this little
$115,000 flip.
I know, I know… How do you make any money with that many partners in on a deal.
Good question!
The answer, "I didn't care if I made money."
The only thing I cared about was learning the process.
Because the education was priceless.

